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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the optimal size and number of tubes for a generic atte-
nuator that is similar to Pelamis P2, the wave energy converter. Simulations using ANSYS Work-
bench, Design Modeler, and AQWA are performed to study the energy absorption at the nodes 
between the tubes. The analysis is limited to linearized hydrodynamic fluid waves loading on 
floating bodies by employing three-dimensional radiation/diffraction theory in regular waves in 
the frequency domain. Three sets of tests are conducted by varying total tube number, each tube 
length and the order of tubes with different lengths. After a systematic study in the frequency do-
main, the optimal size and number of the genetic attenuator is recommended. 
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1. Introduction 
Hydrokinetic wave energy is interchanging potential and kinetic energy, carried by the wave away from its ori-
gin as wave travels through space in time. Wind, creates the most common waves, surface wave and then sea 
swells. In order to convert the constant motion of ocean waves into usable energy such as electricity, the wave 
energy converter (WEC) must survive the hostile environment at extreme sea states, absorb the maximum wave 
power, and be cost-effective for commercial market. Considerable research and effort continue to focus on the 
following aspects: 1) design new wave energy converter [1]; 2) create generic mode like wind energy [2]; 3) 
conduct numerical benchmarking [3] [4]; and 4) improve the design to be more cost-effective [5]. Excellent li-
terature reviews on WEC systems can be found in the book edited by Cruz [6] and in the reviews on WEC 
technology by Falcão [7], on hydrodynamic modeling methods by Ye and Yu [8], and on numerical modeling of 
WEC arrays by Folley et al. [9]. This paper concentrates on the optimal design to improve cost efficiency of a 
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generic attenuator that is similar to the wave energy converter, Pelamis. 
The Pelamis is a particular type of ocean attenuator consisting of either four (P1 model) or five (P2 model) 

cylindrical sections linked together by universal joints that allow for motion with four degrees of freedom, as 
seen in Figure 1. The Pelamis faces the direction of the waves. As the waves pass down the machine, the sec-
tions bend. It is this bending movement that converts the energy from the waves into electricity by hydraulic 
jack systems housed at each joint. The P1 model was the world’s first full-scale offshore WEC to generate elec-
tricity and the first wave energy farm to successfully supply electricity to the national grid. The new P2 model 
has five tube sections with the power conversion modules integrated into them and it has an overall length of 
180 m and a diameter of 4 m; each joint has four hydraulic motors. Both P1 and P2 models create the same 
amount of electricity, 750 kW. 

Pelamis Wave Power Corporation has published several papers [10]-[14], reporting the development progress 
from numerical modeling, experimental test to grid connection. The Pelamis Wave Power Corporation con-
ducted their own in-house simulations using their own proprietary software to analyze various aspects of the 
structure in both linear and non-linear hydrodynamics. Yet, limited data on optimization from numerical model-
ing has been published. Most studies in other papers have comprised of performance comparisons between dif-
ferent types of WECs. It was found by O’Connor et al. [15] and Rusu et al. [16] that the Pelamis devices had the 
highest energy and economic returns at high resource locations but produced poor results at poor resource loca-
tions; therefore the location determines which WEC is the best option. The impact of electricity from the Por-
tugal Pelamis Farm on current market prices was found to be negligible for wholesale electricity prices [17]. 
There was also research [18] done to create an optimum model for the hydraulic power take-off system of the 
Pelamis, yet no research has been done into optimizing the attenuator Pelamis device. This lack of knowledge 
and research, along with the excitement of a new technology lead to this paper.  

The objective of this study is to determine the optimal design of a multibody self-referencing attenuator that is 
similar to the wave energy converter Pelamis P2. The software programs, ANSYS Workbench, Design Modeler, 
and AQWA [19] are used to determine the optimal length, diameter, and number of individual tubes for the at-
tenuator based on parametric study. The analysis is limited to linearized hydrodynamic fluid waves loading on 
floating bodies by employing three-dimensional radiation/diffraction theory in regular waves in the frequency 
domain. Not only will this analysis provide the model with the overall highest energy extraction, it will also 
provide the model with the greatest efficiency over the range of frequencies experienced off the coast of Scotland. 

2. Numerical Method 
The development of a WEC starts from concept and design, then numerical modeling, model testing in wave ba-
sin, testing under real sea conditions, and finally to commercial stage. It is a long, difficult, and expensive 
process. Numerical modeling has the advantage of providing quick and inexpensive evaluation and optimization  

 

 
Figure 1. Attenuator view: (a) created simulation model; (b) actual device; (c) control model.                   
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of designs. In this study, ANSYS AQWA, an industry standard hydrodynamic software package, is employed to 
capture the behavior of the attenuator by simulating the interaction between waves, the WEC device and the 
power take-off mechanism. The software ANSYS AQWQ can simulate linearized hydrodynamic fluid wave 
loading on floating bodies by employing three-dimensional radiation/diffraction theory in regular waves in the 
frequency domain. Frequency domain analysis is the first step in the hydrodynamic modeling process by as-
suming everything is linear. This analysis is especially useful in geometry optimization routines and thus it is 
employed in this paper. However, it should be fully aware the limitations of this analysis method compared to 
realistic conditions. 

2.1. Linear (Airy) Theory and Wave Data 
The resource, surface gravity waves can be linearized if a/λ << 1 and a/H << 1, where the variable, a, is the wave 
amplitude (m), λ is the wavelength (m) and H is the uniform water depth (m). Typically the surface gravity 
waves of oceans have wavelengths between 30 - 40 m, enabling the water surface tension to be neglected as it 
pertains to wavelengths of less than 5 - 10 cm. As the attenuator is deployed at water depths greater than 50 m it 
is classified as a deep-water device due to H > λ/3. It is also noted that as the frequency is much larger than the 
Coriolis frequency, the wave motion is unaffected by Earth’s rotation. Assumptions made here are that 1) the 
water is incompressible (constant density) and irrotational; 2) gravity is the only external force; and 3) viscosity 
can be neglected. For the regular wave based on linear theory, the power obtained from ocean per meter of wave 
front is the total energy of the system (kinetic plus potential) per unit horizontal area multiplied by the phase 
speed to yield the following relation: 

2 2

2t
g aP ρ
ω

=                                         (1) 

where, Pt is power per unit length of wave front (W/m), ρ is density of seawater (kg/m3), g is gravity (m/s2), a is 
the wave amplitude (m), and ω is angular frequency (rad/s). 

The European Marine Energy Center (EMEC) [20] compiled the wave data from three data-well directional 
waverider buoys. The EMEC determines the instantaneous data for the maximum wave height, the significant 
wave height, the maximum wave period, and the significant wave period. It also provides a graph for a 24 hour 
time period and this data can be used to determine the current energy production of the device. As the actual at-
tenuator Pelamis P2 is located off the west coast of Orkney, Scotland, according to the Scottish Government 
website [21] the annual mean wave height for the region is 2.0 - 2.4 m; therefore from here on, a significant 
wave height of 2.2 m, resulting in an amplitude a of 1.1 m, is used in the simulations. 

2.2. Evaluation of Pelamis Performance 
The multibody self-referencing attenuator generates electricity based on the relative motion between its tubes. 
The attenuator moves with two degrees of freedom to capture energy: pitch and heave, given that this study is 
restricted to the case in the x-z plane, with z as the vertical axis and x as the axis passing through the head and 
tail of a tube. Thus for each tube there are two dynamic equations, one for moment due to pitch and one for 
force due to heave. In order to find the potential power output from the attenuator, the forces and moments act-
ing on the attenuator tube need to be defined. As shown in Figure 2, the vertical hydrodynamic force, Fn, on 
tube n is a resultant force of wave pressure. The pressure can be resolved from the Bernoulli’s equation after the 
velocity potential is determined. The reaction force, Rn, exerted on node n represents the power take-off me-
chanism. The hydrodynamic moment, Mn, about the midpoint of tube n can be expressed in terms of the angular 
displacement, Θn. 

In rotational systems, the power is derived as the product of angular velocity and torque, or in our case the 
product of angular frequency ω and the moment Mn. Thus the power absorbed by attenuator at hinge n is the 
product of the extraction rate at node n and the angular displacement of tubes n and n − 1. The time averaged 
power extraction derived by Flanes [22] and Mei et al. [23], is the product of the angular displacement squared 
divided by two, the extraction rate and the real portion of the angular rotation squared as: 
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Figure 2. Illustration for force Fn; moment Mn; reaction force Rn; angular displacement Θn.                                                

 
where nα  in the unit of Nm/(m/s) is the extraction rate between tubes and Bn/Ln(m/m) is the tube amplitude. 
The extraction rate nα  is equivalent to the amount of radiation damping in the global x-direction. The overall 
efficiency of the system at a particular frequency is defined as the mean power Pn that is extracted at a node 
from Equation (2) divided by the total power of the system Pt that is defined in Equation (1), yielding 

n

t

P
eff

P
=                                           (3) 

2.3. Modeling Using ANSYS AQWA and Validation 
In the simulation process using computer software ANSYS AWQA, a computer model of attenuator is first 
created by use of the ANSYS Design Modeler software to generate three-dimensional tubes as shown in Figure 
1. This model is then fed to the hydrodynamics package. Next, the hydrodynamics package is applied and nu-
merical simulations are performed. Finally, Excel is used to post process the data provided by ANSYS AQWA 
software. A summary of input parameters to calculate the power, Pn, extracted from the attenuator using Equa-
tion (2) and the efficiency, eff, using Equation (3) is displayed in Table 1. The extractions rates nα  are deter-
mined from the ANSYS AQWA software via the Radiation Damping. The ratios of amplitude of the center of 
mass for tube n (midpoint of the tube) to the length of tube n, Bn/Ln, are also determined from the ANSYS 
AQWA software via the RAOs (Response Amplitude Operators); the results are generated in terms of m/m. A 
large enough range for the frequency f is selected to encompass the range of efficient energy capture for all de-
sign models of attenuator. 

To validate the numerical model, ANSYS AQWA is applied to the control model T5L36D4, an attenuator 
with 5 tubes, a 36 m tube length, and a 4 m tube diameter as defined in Table 3. The actual Pelamis P2 currently 
in production off the west coast of Scotland at a frequency of 0.15 Hz. Pelamis Wave Power [24] states that the 
actual Pelamis P2 model experiences efficiencies around 70% in all sea states. The validation here is to examine 
how varying the mesh selection affects the efficiency value of the WEC system. It should be noted that the 
ANSYS program demands the default tolerance be no greater than 0.6 times the maximum element size. The va-
lidation results are presented in Table 2, and it can be observed that the efficiencies are all within 2.5% of one 
another and in agreement with the measured efficiency data 70%. The amount of difference appears to relate 
with the difference between the maximum element size and the default tolerance; the closer the maximum ele-
ment size and the default tolerance values are, the larger the change in efficiency is. Figure 3 shows the effect of 
altering mesh size on the efficiency eff (%) of the attenuator at different frequencies. From Figure 3, it can be 
seen that the shape of the curves is consistent because they all appear to overlap one another. As the efficiency 
curves do not change and 2.5% difference in efficiency is such a small value, it is concluded that the numerical 
simulation results are independent of the mesh size. 
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Table 1. Input parameters to calculate overall efficiency.                                                                                               

Parameter Value(s) Units 

Density, ρ 1023.485 kg/m3 

Gravity, g 9.80665 m/s2 

Amplitude, a 1.1 m 

Frequency, f 0.05 - 0.30 Hz 

Extraction rate, nα  Program generated Nm/(m/s) 

Tube amplitude, Bn/Ln Program generated m/m 

 
Table 2. Validation results with altering mesh size at frequency f = 0.15 Hz.                                                

 Control model 
Pelamis P2 

Element size 1.5 
tolerance of 0.6 

Element size 1.5 
tolerance of 0.8 

Element size 1.0 
tolerance of 0.5 

Element size 0.8 
tolerance of 0.3 

Model number T5L36D4 E1.5 T0.6 E1.5 T0.8 E1.0 T0.5 E0.8 T0.3 

Efficiency eff (%) 73.27 71.15 70.84 71.84 72.05 

 

 
Figure 3. Effect of altering mesh size on efficiency of attenuator at different frequencies.                                                

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Test Models of Attenuator Design 
The attenuator uses resonance to increase power capture of small waves. The default setting of the attenuator is 
non-resonant, allowing it to withstand large swells. However, the joints can be actively controlled by its power 
take off system to create a cross-coupled resonant response. Optimal design of attenuator is based on such a 
principle that the device must be designed to operate efficiently within the frequency range and power level. In 
an attempt to standardize the amount of raw materials required for each model, the overall length of 180 m and 
weight of 1350 tons are chosen to maintain the same overall length and weight as the current Pelamis P2 model. 

A summary of all test models is provided in Table 3. The first set of test models varies the number of tubes 
for each structure while maintaining a diameter of 4 m. The second set of test models uses the same number of 
tubes and lengths as the first set, but it varies the tube diameter. The third set of models takes the most efficient 
model from sets one and two, which is the model T6L30D5 as shown later, and then determines how altering the 
length of each tube affects the efficiency. The third set contains the model T6D5 Increasing, where the tubes in-
crease in length (L1 < L2 < L3 < L4 < L5 < L6) and the model T6D5 Decreasing, where the tubes decrease in 
length (L6 < L5 < L4 < L3 < L2 < L1). For these two models (T6D5 Increasing and Decreasing), the ratio of 
1:2:3:4:5:6 with a total of 21 units, does not divide evenly into the total length of the structure (180 m), resulting 
in 8 - 12/21. To overcome this, this remainder of 12 in 8 - 12/21 is split evenly amongst the six tubes. Thus, the 
length of each tube in meter is 10:18:26:34:42:50 for model T6D5 Increasing and 50:42:34:26:18:10 for model 
T6D5 Decreasing. The model T6D5 SBS has the end tubes that are longer than the center tubes (L1 > L2 > L3 = 
L4 < L5 < L6) and the model T6D5 BSB has the middle tubes that are longer than the end tubes (L1 < L2 < L3 =  
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Table 3. Summary of three sets of test models including control model T5L36D4.                                                

 Number of tubes Tube length (m) Tube diameter (m) Model number 

Test set one 

3 60 4 T3L60D4 

4 45 4 T4L45D4 

5 36 4 T5L36D4 

6 30 4 T6L30D4 

8 22.5 4 T8L22.5D4 

Test set two 

3 60 3 T3L60D3 

4 45 3 T4L45D3 

5 36 3 T5L36D3 

6 30 3 T6L30D3 

8 22.5 3 T8L22.5D3 

3 60 5 T3L60D5 

4 45 5 T4L45D5 

5 36 5 T5L36D5 

6 30 5 T6L30D5 

8 22.5 5 T8L22.5D5 

Test set three 

6 10:18:26:34:42:50 5 T6D5 increasing 

6 50:42:34:26:18:10 5 T6D5 decreasing 

6 15:30:45:45:30:15 5 T6D5 SBS 

6 45:30:15:15:30:45 5 T6D5 BSB 

 
L4 > L5 > L6). For these two models (T6D5 SBS and BSB), the ratio of 1:2:3:3:2:1 with a total of 12 units does 
divide evenly into the total length, resulting in the lengths of each tube to be, in meters, 15:30:45:45:30:15 for 
the model T6D5 SBS and 45:30:15:15:30:45 for the model T6D5 BSB. 

3.2. Test Set One Results 
Test set one models vary the number of tubes for each structure while maintaining a diameter of 4 m. The peak 
efficiencies for each model, along with the corresponding frequencies are provided in Table 4. The efficiency of 
the actual Pelamis P2 model has been stated to be around 70%. The maximum efficiency for the control model 
of our attenuator is calculated to be 73.27%. This is the theoretical maximum of the device and does not account 
for additional efficiency losses generated by the conversion of mechanical work to electrical work. With the ex-
ception of model T8L22.5D4, the efficiency for every other model is lower than that of the control model. As 
shown in Table 4 and Figure 4, as the tube length increases (i.e., decrease in tube number), the efficiency of the 
system drastically decreased. The results do not show any correlation for the decrease in tube length (or increase 
in tube number) and efficiency; the efficiency of T6L30D4 is slightly lower than that of control model T5L3D4, 
while the efficiency of T8L22.5D4 is slightly higher than that of control model by 1.88%. Also of note is that 
the frequency corresponding to the peak efficiency gradually increases for the first four models, and decreases 
slightly for the last model. As is evident in Figure 4 that the range of frequency for available energy capture is 
widest for models T4L45D4, T5L36D4, and T6L30D4.  

Given the restrictions of maintaining the overall length and weight of the attenuator structure, the efficiencies 
are highest with a smaller tube length (i.e., larger number of tubes). The T8L22.5D4 model would be the best 
choice from this test set at 1.88% more efficient than the control model. However, devices with more moving 
parts require more maintenance and can experience a greater loss in efficiency due to friction when converting 
the mechanical energy to electrical energy, therefore it may not be cost effective from this perspective to in-
crease the amount of moving parts associated with additional nodes while only achieving a 1.88% increase in  
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Table 4. Test set-one: maximum efficiencies and corresponding frequency for attenuators with 4 m diameter.                                                

Model number T3L60D4 T4L45D4 T5L36D4 T6L30D4 T8L22.5D4 

Efficiency (%) 24.93 50.93 73.27 72.51 75.14 

Frequency (Hz) 0.121 0.143 0.150 0.157 0.150 

 

 
Figure 4. Test set one: efficiency curves for attenuators with 4 m diameter (T = tube number, L = tube length).                                                
 
efficiency from the control model. 

3.3. Test Set Two Results 
Test set two demonstrates the effects of tube length at different diameter of the structures. The peak efficiencies 
for each model, along with the corresponding frequencies are provided in Table 5. For the set of models with a 
3 m diameter, there is a direct correlation between the tube length and the maximum efficiency; as the tube 
length decreases (i.e., increase in tube number) the efficiency increases. Yet all these values are significantly 
lower than those seen in Test Set One. By observing Table 5 and Figure 5, no direct correlation is found be-
tween tube length and the frequency where maximum efficiency occurs; T4L45D3, T5L36D3, and T6L30D3 
occur at the same frequency of 0.143 Hz, while T3L60D3 and T8L22.5D3 occur the same (but higher) frequen-
cy of 0.163 Hz. 

For the set of models with a diameter of 5 m, the model with tube length of 30 m (six tubes, model T6L30D5) 
has the highest efficiency. It is interesting to note that the efficiencies for T3L60D5, T4L45D5, and T5L36D5 
are lower than their counterparts in Test Set One, yet the efficiencies for T6L30D5 and T8L22.5D5 are higher 
than those in Test Set One, by 6.39% and 2.80% respectively. Therefore, additional models are created for tube 
lengths of 30 m and 22.5 m to have a diameter of 6 m; these efficiencies are lower than those of the 5 m diame-
ter models. From Table 5 and Figure 6, it is observed that as the tube length decreases (i.e., the tube number in-
creases) at the same diameter 5 m, the frequency where the maximum efficiency occurs, increases for the first 
two models and then holds at the same value of 0.157 Hz. 

For the effect of tube diameter, it is observed that for a given tube length, there is an optimum tube diameter. 
By making the structure narrower, the tube slices through the oncoming waves rather than the wave lifting the 
tubes to create sufficient angular rotation about the hinges. The narrower models experience less hull pressure 
from the water, and thus it creates less of a hydrodynamic moment and therefore it absorbs less energy. This is 
the same principle used when oceangoing vessels are designed for speed. The reason that an increase in diameter 
reduces the efficiency of the system is theorized here that the first tube(s) does experience a higher vertical 
pressure but then it experiences an effect called “slamming” [25], wherein the tubes experience a large force 
upon impact with the water surface. This slamming would then result in the generation of a large amount of rad-
iation waves, thereby taking the structure out of resonance and decreasing its overall efficiency. 

3.4. Test Three Results 
Based solely on maximum efficiency, from Test Set One and Test Set Two, the model T6L30D5 with 6 tubes, a  
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Table 5. Test set two: maximum efficiencies and corresponding frequency for attenuators at different tube diameters.                                                

 T3L60D3 T4L45D3 T5L36D3 T6L30D3 T8L22.5D3 

Efficiency (%) 24.39 49.76 52.19 56.93 58.66 

Frequency (Hz) 0.163 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.163 

 T3L60D4 T4L45D4 T5L36D4 T6L30D4 T8L22.5D4 

Efficiency (%) 24.93 50.93 73.27 72.51 75.14 

Frequency (Hz) 0.121 0.143 0.150 0.157 0.150 

 T3L60D5 T4L45D5 T5L36D5 T6L30D5 T8L22.5D5 

Efficiency (%) 25.12 46.45 67.06 78.90 77.94 

Frequency (Hz) 0.129 0.150 0.157 0.157 0.157 

 -- -- -- T6L30D6 T8L22.5D6 

Efficiency (%) -- -- -- 75.06 72.86 

Frequency (Hz) -- -- -- 0.164 0.164 

 

 
Figure 5. Test set two: efficiency curves for attenuators with 3 m diameter (T = tube number, L = tube length).                                                
 

 
Figure 6. Test set two: efficiency curves for attenuators with 5 m diameter (T = tube number, L = tube length).                                                
 
30 m tube length, and a 5 m tube diameter, is the highest performer with an efficiency of 78.905% and is used 
for Test Set Three. As shown in Table 6 and Figure 7 in all four cases for test set three, the maximum efficien-
cy is greater than that of constant tube length model T6L3D5. The T6D5 SBS model (middle tubes longer than 
the end ones) is the highest performer, 94.72%, followed by the T6D5 Increasing model, 85.41%, which in turn 
is closely followed by the T6D5 BSB model, 85.10%; the T6D5 Decreasing model was only slightly more effi-
cient than the T6L30D5 model. The two models with the highest efficiency occur at the same frequency of  
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Table 6. Test set three: maximum efficiencies and corresponding frequency for attenuators at different tube arrangements.                                                

Model number T6L36D5 T6D5 
increasing 

T6D5 
decreasing 

T6D5 
SBS 

T6D5 
BSB 

Efficiency (%) 78.90 85.41 79.81 94.72 85.10 

Frequency (Hz) 0.157 0.164 0.171 0.164 0.171 

 

 
Figure 7. Test set three: T6D5 series of efficiency curves.                                                                    
 
0.164 Hz and the two with the lower efficiencies occur at the same frequency of 0.171 Hz, yet all four models 
experienced peak efficiencies at higher frequencies compared to the model T6L3D5 with consistent tube lengths, 
f = 0.156 Hz. 

While the short end tubes of the T6D5 SBS model have a low damping value, the middle tubes act as sort of 
vertical mooring structure that allow for these shorter end tubes to generate large vertical elevation which in-
crease the angular rotation at the hinges, resulting in larger power generation and higher efficiency. The model 
T6D5 BSB operates on an opposing principle; there is an even balance of high damping and low elevation with 
low damping and high elevation. The large end tubes create a large amount of damping and experience slight 
elevation, while the smaller tubes connected to them are able to increase their elevation and angular rotation, 
resulting in high power generation and efficiency values. The model T6D5 Decreasing has its largest tubes at the 
head of the structure; this causes a greater amount of wave damping, leaving less wave height available for 
energy extraction at later hinges. The very opposite of this principle leads to the model T6D5 Increasing ab-
sorbing a larger amount of energy, as the smaller front tubes create less wave damping and hence leave more of 
the wave to be extracted at later hinges.  

Thusly, out of all three test sets, the best model simulation based solely on maximum efficiency would be the 
model T6D5 SBS, having six tubes, a diameter of five meters, and the tubes varying in size, with the middle 
tubes longer than the end tubes (L1 < L2 < L3 = L4 > L5 > L6). However, selecting a model based on overall 
maximum efficiency is not always the best decision. It is important to create the model with the characteristics 
of the environment in mind, specifically by knowing what frequency range is experienced at the proposed location. 

3.5. Effect of Frequency and a Case of Application 
Ocean locations have energy distributed over a range of wave heights and periods, or frequencies. Off the coast 
of Scotland where the actual Pelamis P2 model resides, the ocean state experiences a mean wave period between 
8.1 s in winter and 6.3 s in summer which corresponds to frequencies of 0.123 Hz and 0.159 Hz, respectively, 
[26]. With this in mind, the optimal design of the attenuator for this site needs to capture the most energy over 
that entire range. While all models (diameters 3 m to 5 m) have their peak efficiency within that range, the effi-
ciency of the three-meter diameter models is too small for these devices to be considered viable; when the di-
ameter is increased the frequency is increased as well to be on the edge of the frequency range observed off the 
coast of Scotland. The six-meter diameter models are out of the range altogether. Therefore, the four-meter di-
ameter models are the best fit for these constraints. Of these five models, the T3L60D4 and T4L45D4 models 
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produced significantly less efficiencies and will be excluded from consideration. While it has the higher effi-
ciency, the T8D22.5L4 model also has a narrower frequency range and it would not produce any viable energy 
during the winter months. The T8D22.5L4 mode is therefore excluded from consideration. Between the remain-
ing models, T5L36D4 and T6L30D4, the control model T5L36D4 has the higher efficiency and it absorbs viable 
energy over greater frequency range that includes the frequencies off the coast of Scotland. By combining this 
with the results from Test Set Three, the optimal design of the attenuator that is being deployed off the coast of 
Scotland would be the model T5D4 SBS model, a device containing five tubes with four-meter diameters whose 
tube lengths increase then decrease (L1 < L2 < L3 > L4 > L5), given the restrictions of 180 m overall length and 
1350 tons overall weight. 

4. Conclusions 
In this study, the wave energy converter, amultibody self-referencing attenuator that is similar to the actual Pe-
lamis P2 is studied using numerical modeling to determine the optimal size and number of the attenuator struc-
ture. Three sets of tests are conducted by varying total tube number, each tube length and the order of each tube 
with different length. The analysis is based pm linearized hydrodynamic fluid waves loading on a floating body 
by employing three-dimensional radiation/diffraction theory in regular waves in the frequency domainand the 
conclusion is drawn as follows. 

1) Given the restrictions of maintaining the overall length and weight of the attenuator structure, the efficien-
cies are highest with a smaller tube length (i.e., larger number of tubes). 

2) For a given tube length, there is an optimum tube diameter corresponding to the maximum efficiency. 
3) Out of all three test sets, the best model simulation based solely on maximum efficiency of 94.74% would 

be the model T6D5 SBS with six tubes, a 5 m diameter, and the tubes varying in size, with the middle tubes 
longer than the end tubes (L1 < L2 < L3 = L4 > L5 > L6).  

4) Given the restrictions of 180 m overall length and 1350 tons overall weight, the optimum design of the at-
tenuator to be deployed off the coast of Scotland is the model T5D4 SBS with five tubes of four-meter diameters, 
whose tube lengths increase then decrease (L1 < L2 < L3 > L4 > L5).  

The future work after this paper will be to credit the optimal design in the time-domain analysis by introduc-
ing nonlinearities and viscous effect with cost-effective in mind. It is expected that the extraction power and ef-
ficiency will be decreased by 3% - 5% after introducing nonlinearities and viscous effect. However, the results 
and conclusion should hold for irregular waves if the range of wave frequencies is appropriate. 
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